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In light of today's [11/20/2017] death of the "Gnostic" Christian cult leader,
Charles Manson, that High Priestess Maxine Dietrich posted about earlier today,
I am posting about an equally vile abomination that hasn't been given nearly as
much publicity as the Manson family. The Manson family has been given so
much fame and publicity because of this cult's psychotic blending of "Gnostic"
Christianity and occultism. The Jewish media figured that they could link this cult
to "Satanism" by solely placing its "Gnosticism" and occultism in the spotlight,
and blotting out the traditional Christian aspects that the cult warmly embraced,
with Manson as its High Priest of Christ.
In 2002 or 2003, I picked up a used DVD copy of a very disturbing movie that is
based on a true story that was about "the Canadian Manson family." The name
of the movie is "Savage Messiah" [2002]. The cult leader, Roch "Moses"
Theriault, is the "French-Canadian Charles Manson." He believed and presented
himself to be the prophet Moses, and all of his followers referred to him as such.
As a cruel charismatic cult leader, the religion that "Moses" practiced and
dictated to his followers, was a blend of Old Testament-based JudaeoChristianity, Far Eastern mind control techniques [the secrets of which he kept to
himself], and New Age Christianity. However, this sect of Christianity featured the
cult dancing naked in a circle around a fire, like Wiccans, and then everyone
laying on the ground, groping each other.
However, "Moses" wasn't merely the mastermind of the evil actions of his cult; he
participated in it, himself, when he molested the children, and when he killed his
wife and at least one of his own children, as well as smashed the head of one of
his concumbine's in with the blunt side of an axe and amputated her entire arm.
He dictated to his followers how to punish and injure each other in the most cruel
ways, including the cutting off of fingers with wire cutters, for the most absurd
reasons. All of this would deepen their relationship with "Moses" and bring his
followers closer to the Christian "God."
Many Christians who call themselves "true Christians," would stand up in
defense of their faith and say that Roch "Moses" Theriault and Charles Manson
were not true Christians," as if Christianity and psychotic savagery somehow
have absolutely no relationship with each other. Well, I have some news that will
humble these "holier-than-thou" Christian snobs.

Christianity and psychosis are one and the same. If you strive to know Christ and
the Christian "God," you strive for a stronger psychosis. There are a lot of
Christians who intend to be well-meaning people, but Christianity was put
together and packaged by the Jewish people, who fed it to their White Aryan
enemies. Christianity and all other related Jewish offshoots are completely
foreign and alien to Satan's human offspring--the White Aryan peoples. This is
why the Jews invented Christianity in the first place--to destroy us. This is also
why Jewish and/or Jewish-friendly scum, such as Diane Vera/Diarrhea Verawitz
and her fake "theistic Satanism" website, put such an emphasis on so many
Christians being White people [when she badmouths Nazism], pretending that
Christianity wasn't invented by the Jews, but is somehow "native" to White
people, which is a complete and utter denial of what really happened. It is also a
complete and utter denial of the very SATAN who she claims to worship and
adore. Satan is the God of the White Aryan peoples, while Diane Vera prefers to
preach Christian multiculturalism and political correctness, but naively uses
"Satan's" name while doing so. As a carrier of the meekness gene, by her very
nature alone, she will never be able to handle the truth that the very SATAN who
she claims to worship and adore, is the FOUNDER AND ENFORCER of National
Socialism [Nazism].
There are Christians who admit that the Inquisition was a bad idea on the part of
the Christian Church, but to ease their guilt, they try to claim that the Christians
who carried out the Inquisition weren't "real Christians." Now we are back to
Christian scum who deny the relationships between the likes of Charles Manson,
Roch "Moses" Theriault, and Christianity. To follow any strand of, or anything that
even remotely resembles Christianity, depends on a mental illness of some kind
or another. Adolf Hitler, the Aryan Anti-Christ, himself, stated that even any kind
of "sentimental feeling" or sympathies for Christianity in any form, is the sign of a
mental sickness.
The Inquisition, Charles Manson, and Roch "Moses" Theriault, are in NO WAY
"departures" from true Christianity, but are rather, the enforcement of Christianity.
The reason why Roch Theriault's cult hasn't received nearly as much publicity, is
because the Jewish press considered them to be more open and obvious about
their Christianity than the Manson family, and therefore, they had less to go on to
link the Moses cult with Satanism. The sole purpose of the existence of the
Jewish people is to defame and destroy Satan and everything that is of Satan.
"Moses" was killed in prison. He died at the age of 63 on February 26th, 2011.
Roch murdered his wife, Solange Boilard because she had stomach problems,
and he believed that nobody should ever be sick, except for him. He did this out
of complete CHRISTIAN [JEWISH] superstition. Even if other Christians feel that

he wasn't a true Christian, he believed that he was carrying out the work of "the
LORD," and according to the teachings of the Bible that pedophile priests and
televangelists deliberately skip over and omit from Sunday sermons, Roch is
right.
From Wikipedia: "When follower Solange Boilard complained of an upset
stomach, Thériault laid her naked on a table, punched her in the stomach,
jammed a plastic tube up her rectum to perform a crude enema with molasses
and olive oil, then cut open her abdomen, and ripped off part of her intestines
with his bare hands. Thériault made another member, Gabrielle Lavallée, stitch
her up using needle and thread, and had the other women shove a tube down
her throat and blow.[8] Boilard died the next day. Claiming to have the power of
resurrection, Thériault bore a hole into Boilard's skull with a drill, and then made
other male members—along with himself—ejaculate into the cavity.
Gabrielle Lavallée underwent harsh treatment herself during the years leading up
to 1989. She had suffered through welding torches on her genitals, a hypodermic
needle breaking off in her back and even eight of her teeth being forcibly
removed.[7] Upon her return, after having escaped from the commune, Thériault
removed one of her fingers with wire cutters, pinned her hand to a wooden table
with a hunting knife and then amputated her entire arm. The abuse that caused
Gabrielle Lavallée to leave, however, is when Thériault cut off parts of her breast
and smashed her head in with the blunt side of an ax. She fled and contacted
authorities. The cult shut down in 1989, when Thériault was arrested and given a
life sentence." [1]
In "Savage Messiah," the movie, after "Moses" killed his wife, he took some of
her ribs out and made his followers wear one around their necks. He also had a
thing for crucifying his children and having his followers throw rocks at them. We
are talking about an evil that is beyond evil, like the Jewish people and their
inventions of Christianity and Islam. This is the true face of these Jewish faiths
that were invented to prepare the White Aryan Race of Satan for our own
damnation.
When Christians who claim to be "progressive" and "moderate" state something
along the lines that the Inquisition and the Christian hatred of the third sex
[homo/bisexuals] were not and are not done out of the spirit of "true Christianity,"
they are claiming that Christ, their own false "Lord and Savior," only kind of, sort
of lived, kind of, sort of died, was kind of, sort of buried, and maybe only kind of,
sort of resurrected half-way to "heaven," on the third day. Does so-called
"moderate Christianity" make any sense? I didn't think so. The only thing
Christianity is allowed to be tolerant of is pedophilia, multiculturalism, and the
extinction of the White Aryan Race of Satan.

Regarding the Christian Manson family and the occult, I am reminded of a book
that exists that is titled "Ritual Magic For Conservative Christians." This is the
turn that evangelical Christianity is taking, since it is finally losing its White victims
who were previously under its spell. The Jews are the most superstitious and
steeped into the occult people there are, and although Christianity has
succeeded at removing all legitimate spiritual knowledge and occult disciplines
from the hands of the White Aryan Race, there is a Jewish witchcraft that forms
the backbone of the Christian and related Jewish programs for Gentiles. My point
is that the use of the occult does not automatically make one a Satanist. Look at
the deadbeat Christian Popes and the Jesuits, for example. They immerse
themselves in the occult, but are the representatives of the Christian religion. It's
the same story with homosexuality. Like the "gay" version of Christ, the Catholic
Church slyly practices the Jewish version of "homosexuality," but the teachings
of traditional Christianity, Islam, and other religions that have been Christianized
or were in any other way touched by Judaism, such as certain branches of
Buddhism and Social Darwinist atheism, still advocate contempt, shame and
derision, and sometimes, the death penalty, for homosexual behavior, as if
threats of eternal damnation were not enough. To practice occultism does not
make a person a Satanist, nor does the hypocritical homosexual practices of the
Catholic Church and the "shamanic" Ubiquitous Christ mean the same thing as
the natural homosexuality of the third sex. That is my point.
Christianity changes with the times, but maintains the same hideous, Jewish face
underneith. As High Priestess Maxine Dietrich made it abundantly clear, Charles
"Jesus Christ" Manson and his followers were all Christians. So was "the other
Manson family"--Roch "Moses" Theriault and his brainwashed, dedicated
followers.
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